Nin
Marc, can you refine (affiner) yr interview questions so that it doesn’t look like Peoples magazine or Paris match ..
Please! Too many names..

that’s intentional, obviously; you can keep your answers short or use these names to talk about things other than the person mentioned what about my preamble ?
you don’t want to work with me on this
why don’t you write something about how Allen Ginsberg never read Paris Match
you know
any names you want to take out is fine with me, but i would say, keep the names but keep the answers short, like “yes”, or “no”, or “she was something” (sorry, I don’t mean to write this for you)
like i mentioned previously, in other words you can do what you want with it, but i’d like to keep the names ... as for the last question, again, we can take out the TTT reference and replace it with something less scientific
perhaps my last question won’t be Marc James Léger but a question question
sounds okay ??

Wunderbar ! ( i dont want to ruffle yr feathers)
I may even keep yr last question ...(notin porno in it , meaning vulgar)
In fact i've sort of answered it already
And you'll like it as camarade Hegel speaks out here
To end this part of He story..